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In honor Of National Ice Cream Week, we

called a meeting of our one-person local
chapter of the AAWICEI -- Amalgamated
Association of Watchers of Ice Cream Eaters,
international.

This Association meets sporadically for the
solepurpose of watching people eat ice cream.

And, there's no better time to watch than
during National Ice Cream Week. After all, if
our national leaders decree something, it must
be so.

When calling a meeting of the Association, it
is best to select an inconspicuous vantage
point near an ice cream sales outlet. A warm
sunny day is best. On such a day you get a
better variety of customers. Also, the ice

-.cream melts easier and people must eat
faster. In trying to keep up with the dripping

object in their hand, they lose all of their
culturally-spawned eating inhibitions and
imbibe more naturally.

ice cream' is necessary to cool off more latent
desires often associated with machismo. The
macho muncher is usually accompaniedby

THE DAINTY ROMANTIC - In contrast to
her companion, this type of ice cream eater
primarily utilizes the lips and tongue in very
suggestive unison. The lips are puckered as if
to kiss and applied lightly to the surface of the
ice cream. The tongue is then lightly flicked
across the Tips to remove the creamy deposits.
The dainty romantic rarely buys more than the
smallest of dips because the natural melting of
the cone is generally faster than this type of
eating process. Next, is the

At this week's observation, we noticed the
following types of ice cream eaters. See if any
lookfamiliar.

THE MACHO MUNCHER - This type of ice
cream eater literally attacks the cone, taking
large bites and chewing each creamy
mouthful. The typical consumption of a cone in
record time is customarily accompanied by
prominent display of the eater’s pearly whites
- Eric Estrada style. With each bite, the eater
appears to make a macho statement: “Look, I
have no fillings and chewing ice cream doesn’t
bother me at all." Critics of this type of eater,
often claim that the rapid consumption of the

NEEDLE NOOTZER -- This eater prefers soft
ice cream because it’s easier to eat the cone
into a perfectly tapered shape. The base of the
ice cream taper is the size of the cone and the
eater gradually decreases the circumference

Which of these ice cream eaters are you?
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until it disappears to a needle point at top.
When the needle is formed, the eater can be
seen to nootz the ice cream the way a baby
nootzes its pacifier. The best of the eaters
works on the needle tip ever so gently,
challenging it to defy gravity and trying for the
narrowest of ends. Then, they liketo watch the
needle end slowly tip over and form a curlicue.
The larger the curlicue, the more adept is the
needle nootzer.

THE SNEAKY SIPPER - This eater is not too
prevalent but can be observed among
children. Apparently, it is a trait that is
outgrown, much like sucking your thumb.
After the cone is conventionally eaten to a
certain point, the Sneaky Sipper bites the
bottom of the cone off and sips and sucks the
remainder down through. Caution -- this
method can get messy. I guess it's adult
inhibitions that cause people to outgrow this
method.

THE SLURPING SCHLECKER - This con-
sumer utilizes only the tongue. But he or she
really relishes the cone and slurps and
schlecks with enthusiasm - complete with
sound effects. Here are two sub-categories --

the flitter and the lapper. The flitter has a
tongue that darts in and out (kinda like a
snake), taking rapid-fire tiny schlecks. The
lapper usually takes the tongue all the way
around the cone. The cone is either revolved
between the fingers or the eater appears to
hold the cone steady and sorta walks the head
around the cone.

Of, course these are justa few of the types of
ice cream eaters.

So, why don’t you forrrf your own AAWICE!
chapter.

Happy watching.
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THE ROLLER MILL SPECIALISTS
Features:

• RosKamp 9xlBroller mill with solid white iron rolls. • Hydraulic Drive in-feed auger • Digital Scales
• HydraulicDrive dischargeaugerwith 6' extension • 100 bu. mixer • Supplement in feed hopper

• 540PTO Drive for roller mill & self contained Hyd. System • Custom made for your farming operation
• Models for shell corn & small grainor ear corn and small grain

Rolled Feed Advantages:
• Eliminates dust&flour in feed - reduces waste
• Reduces respiratory problems
• Lower processing costs - less horsepower and time for

samecapacity as hammermills
• Better feed conversion - tests show 5-15 percent better

conversionvs. hammermill
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.suss*
215-367-2169

Marshall Machinery, Inc.
Honesdale, Pa.
717-729-7117

Stanley’s Farm Service
Klingerstown, Pa.

717-648-2068716-533-2237
PENNSYLVANIA FkkesSiioCo.

iSfawSal 717-776-3129
dapper Fam Equip., Inc. Harelorode’s Dairymen

Alexandria. Pa. Specialty Go.
814-669-4465 New Paris, Pa.

Norman D. darkft Sen Inc. 814-839-2790
Honey Grove, Pa. $.6. Lewis£ Son. Inc.

717-734-3682 VVert Grove, Pa
Fred CrivoHaro 215-869-9440

Easton, Pa.
215-258-7584
Tow Dunlap

Jersey Shore, Pa
717-398-1391

Northeast Equipment Co. Stouffer Bros., Inc.
Northeast, Pa. Chambersburg, Pa.
814-725-1888 717-263-8424

Hj. ii,pawi CMidnr SwopeA Bashore, Inc.s®r* tor Myerstown, Pa.
Btootnsburg, Pa.
717-387-1422 717 933-4138

Mice Hebert
Littlestown, Pa
717-359-5863

DELAWARE

MARYLAND
Arnett’s Garage

RR 9 Box 125
Hagerstown, Md. 21740

301-733-0515Tam Agri Corp.
Oillsburg, Pa.
717-432-9738

« j... «■ ... Tan* BUI Silo Go., Inc.Rovendaw Supply Terre Haii Pa

BT "JESSS,? 21M4M73,
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P&S Equipment, Inc.
Street, Md.

301-452-8521

NEW JERSEY
„ „

_

, Andover Tractor ft
O.A. Newton ft Son Co., Inc. toe.

Bridgeville, Del Andover, NJ
302-337-8211 201-786-5525

BrookhM Eydpuirt
ftSopplyCe.
PitUtown,NJ
201-7354142
NEW YORK

Sharon Springs Garage, inc.
Sharon Springs, NY

518-284-2346
WWsoy Farm Cantor

Tally. NY
315-696-5163
VIRGINIA

Virginia SHa Carp.
Dayton.Va.

703-879-2541


